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On Dec. 2, in Managua, police confirmed that around midnight the previous evening, a bomb
explosion ripped through the building housing the Managua headquarters of the Superior Private
Enterprise Council (COSEP). The blast blew out the windows and caused structural damage to the
building. No injuries were reported in the attack. The building is located in Managua's pre-1972
earthquake city center, known as Los Escombros ("the ruins"). According to one witness, "three
men dressed in military uniforms arrived without a vehicle and calmly placed some devices on
the walls of the building while one climbed onto the roof." Other reports indicated the explosive
device had been tossed at the building by individuals who drove by in an automobile. In a flyer
left at the scene of the bombing, the Fuerzas Punitivas de Izquierda (FPI) claimed responsibility
for the attack. In the flyer, the FPI issued threats against two Spanish detectives sent to Nicaragua
to assist in the investigation into the Nov. 23 assassination of Arges Sequeira (See CAU, 11/27/92).
"End the Spanish interference or feel the cut of our machetes," said the flyer, "just as [indigenous]
chief Diriangen when he struggled against the Spaniards 500 years ago." A communique was also
distributed in the northern city of Esteli by the FPI claiming responsibility for the attack. Prior to
the attack on COSEP headquarters, the FPI had claimed responsibility for the Sequeira killing,
for the Oct. 12 destruction of a statue of Spanish conqueror Francisco Hernandez de Cordova in
Grenada, and the explosion of two small bombs in Managua, also on Oct. 12. COSEP president
Ramiro Gurdian blamed the attack on the Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN). "What
they want," he declared, "is to sow chaos and anarchy in the country." President Violeta Chamorro
condemned the attack as well, declaring "What these shady forces want is to take Nicaragua towards
total chaos." (Sources: Reuter, 12/02/92; Agence France-Presse, 12/02/92; Agencia Centroamericana
de Noticias-Spanish news service EFE, 12/02/92)
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